The Sesnon Art Gallery is located in Porter College, on the west side of the campus.

Those walking or arriving by Metro bus or campus shuttle can take the Rachel Carson/Porter bus stop, and proceed up the accessible path towards Porter College.

For those driving from the West Entrance, stay on Heller Drive. After three stop signs, turn left into Porter College.

Guest parking during the week is in metered areas only. The metered parking at Porter College can be found by turning left at the Porter Circle. Parking meters are posted regarding hours of enforcement.

Those needing accessible parking spaces should turn left at the Porter Circle and drive towards the ocean. There are two accessible spaces in the row of spaces on your left.

The closest parking lots to the Gallery are #124 and #125 at Porter College. Additional parking can be found at the #126 Performing Arts lot. Parking via permit or ParkMobile.

Visit taps.ucsc.edu for visitor parking information, ParkMobile instructions, and a campus parking map.